In this paper we gave a generalization of power means which include positive nonlinear functionals. For these means we obtained generalizations of fundamental mean inequality, HGlder's and Minkowski's, and their converse inequalities.
INTRODUCTION
Let E be a nonempty set and let L be a class of nonnegative functions f: E + R. We shall consider functionals A: L + R which satisfy the following conditions:
(1") f~L*A(f)20, (2") feL, J>O*JfZfLaand A(;lf)=nA(f), (3" ) l~L,thatis,iff(t)=l (t~E),thenf~LandA(l)=l, (4") f, gEL withf(t)zg(t) (VteE)=>A(f)zA(g).
Let p E R\(O). We shall consider the following generalization of the power means:
M,(f) = A(f p)l'p, where f and A satisfy the above conditions. It is indeed mean since a simple consequence of (1°F(4") is the following implication:
(5") a~f(t)~b (V~EE, a,b~0)az~A4,(f)~b.
In Section 2 we shall give some inequalities for this generalization of power means. Section 3 contains related results for the above means but in the case when A satisfies additional supposition We suppose that all expressions are well-defined.
INEQUALITIES FOR A GENERAL CLAIM OF MEANS
THEOREM 1. Let r and s be two real numbers such that r 5 s, r # 0, s # 0. If 0 < a 5 f(t) 5 b (Vt E E), f E L, then the following inequalities are valid:
Zf r < 0 the reverse inequalities in (1) are valid.
(ii) If s>O, then
Ifs -C 0 the reverse inequalities in (2) are valid.
Proof From f 2 a, and AI, 5 b it follows that bf 2 aM,(f ), i.e., W(aM,(f))21.
Similarly we get bfl(aM,(f )) 2 1.
From M, 2 a and f 5 b it follows that af 5 bM,( f ), i.e., o<d@M,(f))5 1.
Similarly we get 0 < af(bM,(f )) S 1.
Using the monotonic character of exponential functions we obtain (bf/(aM,))' 5 (bf/(aM,))", (bf/(aM,))' S (bf/(aM,))", (af/(bM,))" I (af/(bM,))',
In the following we use (7):
Analogous consequences of (8 )-( 10) are Now, (1) and (2) are simple consequences of these results. THEOREM 2. Z~g,,gz~L,0<m,~gi(t)~Mi(Vt~E),i=1,2,A:L~R satisfy (lo)-(4"), l/k + l/k' = l/r, we write ml9 gd = Mrkl gZ)wk(g*) Mk'kd), then we have
when k, k' > 0; tKlml)"k' tGQwk 5 ml, g2)S t~l/~l)r'k' w2/f4k (12) when r, k>O, k'<O;
when r, k' < 0, k > 0;
when k, k' < 0. Similarly we can prove (13) and (14).
Proof: Let us use induction on n. By inequality (1 1 ), we obtain inequality (16) in the case n = 2.
Suppose now that the results hold for n =m; we shall prove that this implies that it holds for n = m + 1. Since l/k; +, + l/k,,,+, = l/r and mlm2 -..mm.5g, g2 *..g,~MM,M, . . . M,,, , using inequality ( 11) (the result in the case n = 2) for g, g, . . . g, , g, + r and exponents k; + 1, k, + , , respectively, we have 
which means that the results holds for n = m + 1. Hence, by induction, the theorem is true for all n 2 2. 
and Tk,, gz) 2 1 when either r, k > 0, k' < 0 or k, k' -c 0. Of course, results for Holder's and Minkowski's inequalities can be formulated without conditions A( 1) = 1, i.e., for nonnormalized functional A: L + R. For example, the following result is a special case of (19).
If O<A< 1, then A(fAgs'-")<=A(f)" A(g)'-".
Forf+f', g-f", we get
Hence the function G(r) = A(f') is logarithmically convex (and so is convex) on R if A: L -+ R satisfies the conditions (lo), (2"), (4"), and (6").
This result is a generalization of a result from [2] . In fact all previous results are generalizations of some results from [14] . Similarly we can prove the following generalizations of some results from these papers:
(1) Let p and x be two real n-tuples such that C;= 1 pi = 0, and for k = 1, . . . . n, x1= 1 pi (xi -xk ( 2 0. Then 
Hence, by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality S,(g)g--s r--t Wg) + f z S,(g) or for S,(g) < S,(g)
and reverse inequality for S,(g) -C S,(g), Also we have that the function f(s) = S,Jg) is logarithmically convex (hence convex) for s > 0.
Remark. In fact (2) is a generalization of a result from [S].
As in [3] we can prove the following results. 
These results are a generalization of the well-known Aczel, Popoviciu, and Bellman inequalities. Now, as in [3] , we can consider the function P(r) = f ;, -A(f '), positive on an interval J. This function is logarithmically concave on J, and we can give some applications of this result similar to results given in (l)-(3).
A very important functional which satisfies (lo), (2"), (4"), (6") is an increasing gauge in the vector space of numerical functions (see l-43).
In the case when (7") (instead (6")) is valid we have the following results.
THEOREM 12. Let f, gE L, and A: L + R satisfies (l"), (2"), (4"), (7") p--l+q-l=r-I. If either (i) p, q, r > 0, or (ii) p, -9, -r > 0, or (iii) -p,q, -r>O is validand ifO<m~f(x)'g(x))qriP~Mfor xeE, then
and if either (iv) p, q, r < 0, or (v) -p, q, r > 0, or (vi) p, -4, r > 0, is valid then the reverse inequality in (33) is valid.
In the case when either (i), or (ii), or (iv), or (v) is valid then
and the reverse inequality is valid tf either (iii) or (vi) holds.
Proof IfO<mSx'yq'ip < M, then, for example, in the case p, q, r > 0, the following inequality is va;d (see (see [3] ):
(M-m)xP + (mMPI'-Mmp") yq s (Mpl'-mpJ')x'y'.
Put in this inequality x + f (t) and y -+ g(t), and apply A, we get (34). (Other cases can be proved similarly.) Now, rewrite (34) in the form (r/p)(Wr)(M-m) A(f *)) + (r/q)((q/r)(mM*" -Mm*") A(gq)) 5 (M*" -m*") A( f 'g'),
and apply the arithmetic-geometric means inequality on the left-hand side and we get (33). The proof is similar in the other cases. For g z 1 (Vt E E), we get the well-known conversion of fundamental mean inequality. 
if 0~ r <s, or r<O<s, and the opposite inequality if r<s<O.
